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	The English Teacher's Handbook (Continuum Education Handbooks), 9781847060723 (1847060722), Bloomsbury Reference, 2009

	This comprehensive handbook provides you with practical advice on: - planning and teaching outstanding English lessons - developing effective assessment practices - preparing your own toolkit for teaching speaking and listening, reading and writing - organising English enrichment opportunities - becoming a highly organised and efficient English teacher - understanding the importance of reflecting on your practice. This book is a must for every aspiring and practising English teacher.
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High Performance Cloud Auditing and ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	This book mainly focuses on cloud security and high performance computing for cloud auditing. The book discusses emerging challenges and techniques developed for high performance semantic cloud auditing, and presents the state of the art in cloud auditing, computing and security techniques with focus on technical aspects and feasibility of...


		

HCI Models, Theories, and Frameworks: Toward a Multidisciplinary Science (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
In the field of human-computer interaction (HCI), researchers and practitioners from diverse disciplines in the social sciences, information technology, engineering, and computer science all strive to improve the relationship, or interface, between person and machine. The multidisciplinary tradition of HCI certainly has enriched its development....

		

Functions of a Complex Variable: Theory and Technique (Classics in Applied Mathematics)SIAM, 2005
In addition to being a rewarding branch of mathematics in its own right, the theory of functions of a complex variable underlies a large number of enormously powerful techniques which find their application not only in other branches of mathematics but also in the sciences and in engineering. Chapters 1, 2, and 5 of this book provide concisely but...




	

Development and Modelling of a Thermophotovoltaic SystemKassel University, 2008


	The thermophotovoltaic (TPV) generation of electricity is based on the direct conversion

	of a thermal radiation coming from an emitter at high temperature into electric power

	by using photovoltaic (PV) cells. As shown in Figure 1.1 a heat source (generally a

	combustion process) is used to heat up an emitter material that converts...

		

Elements of Modern AlgebraBrooks Cole, 2008

	ELEMENTS OF MODERN ALGEBRA 7e, with its user-friendly format, provides you with the tools you need to get succeed in abstract algebra and develop mathematical maturity as a bridge to higher-level mathematics courses.. Strategy boxes give you guidance and explanations about techniques and enable you to become more proficient at constructing...


		

Programming .NET SecurityO'Reilly, 2003
With the spread of web-enabled desktop clients and web-server based applications, developers can no longer afford to treat security as an afterthought. It's one topic, in fact, that .NET forces you to address, since Microsoft has placed security-related features at the core of the .NET Framework. Yet, because a developer's carelessness or lack of...
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